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The Pan Am Games will be one of the
biggest job-creation, infrastructure-
building and local improvement pro-
jects in Toronto’s history.

But TO2015 also gives the city a
chance to build a new model for in-
ternational sports events, one that
brings in the people who are usually
ignored, excluded or pushed out of
sight. 

Ian Troop, chief executive officer, has
made that his goal. “Over a year ago, I
proclaimed that diversity would be to
Toronto 2015 what ‘green’ was to Van-
couver 2010 (the Winter Olympics),” he
reminded Torontonians this week.
“(These Games) have been conceived
as an event that will bring our commu-
nity together like never before.”

Unlike other employers, TO2015 has
an opportunity to start from scratch,
hiring a workforce, recruiting volun-
teers and assembling a roster of suppli-
ers that reflect the real face of Toronto.

That means creating a cross-section
of the ethnic minorities, newcomers,
aboriginal peoples, individuals with
physical and mental disabilities and
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
people who make up half the city’s

population. It means achieving a gen-
der balance. It means making every site
barrier-free. And it means ensuring
marginalized communities are offered
a fair share of the benefits of the $1.4-
billion Games.

To show its seriousness, the organiz-
ing committee has just released its first
progress report. It is short on facts and
figures because there aren’t many yet.
Only 90 members of TO2015’s 400-
person workforce have been hired.
Very few tenders have gone out. The
17,000 volunteers won’t be recruited
until 2014.

Although there are a few preliminary
statistics, the bulk of the 37-page docu-
ment outlines the step-by-step strategy
the leadership team adopted to guard
against slippage, missed targets and a
regretful acknowledgment on the eve
of the Games that the social legacy
Troop envisaged could not be fulfilled.

Here is how TO2015 has done so far.
á Its 90-person workforce is 58 per
cent female (well above the 50 per cent
benchmark). Twenty-nine per cent
belong to visible minority groups (be-
low Toronto’s 47 per cent, but above
Ontario’s 22 per cent). Four per cent

have disabilities (far short of the 9 per
cent benchmark). And just one em-
ployee is aboriginal (not even close).

To get things right, Sandra Levy, head
of the human resources committee — a
former Olympian, a lawyer and the
“chief people officer” at the Canadian
National Institute for the Blind — has
drawn up a detailed plan. It lays out the
building blocks and the procedures
required to get them in place on time.

The priority for year one was reaching
out and establishing connections. To
that end, Troop and his team have held
25 community forums across the Gold-
en Horseshoe; met 30 business associa-
tions, some ethnic, some mainstream;
participated in a job fair for interna-
tionally trained workers, one for people
with disabilities and one for Toronto’s
Latin American diaspora. TO15 has
already compiled a Rolodex of names
and contacts unmatched in the region.
á On the procurement front, TO2015
has reached out to 1,400 diverse busi-
ness, highlighting opportunities to
provide goods and services and ex-
plaining the bidding process. It is now
developing RFPs (requests for propos-
als) that would require all would-be

contractors to show how they intend to
involve and support social enterprises
and ethnic suppliers.
á In preparation for the influx of staff
over the next couple of years, it has
created a training program called
QuickStart to make sure everyone feels
welcome and confident and a buddy
system matching rookies with more
experienced employees in diverse
pairings.

Now comes the real test: Delivering
on the plan.

It’s too early to judge results, but the
report is a clear signal that Troop’s
resolve to use the Pan Am Games to
pull together Torontonians of all back-
grounds, talents and socio-economic
circumstances is as strong as when he
started. The board, the executive team
and TO2015’s fledgling workforce have
all bought into the vision. The right
first steps have been taken.

If Troop can pull this off, Toronto will
be the first city to rise above the bread-
versus-circuses controversy that
plagues every international sporting
event.

Games strive to create a social legacy
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Tom Thomson and the Group of Seven is
now at the McMichael art gallery near
Toronto, after what we’re told was a
successful European tour. Canadians
are always impressed when their artists
are hailed elsewhere. The phenome-
non spans three centuries. I was at the
McMichael in August, before this show,
when it was also full of Thomsons and
Group of Sevens — from its own collec-
tion. I went with an observant 14-year-
old and a cultured foreign friend. Both
came away with a sense of depression evoked by those paint-
ings of lakes and woods.

I could see why. There’s so much brown and murk, the
trees are snarled and forbidding. What accounts for that?
Maybe it was depressing to be an artist here a century ago.
Real art happened in the imperial centres. You were expec-
ted to go there to study, as some Group members did, and
imitate them. Margaret Atwood wrote a chapter on this kind
of artists’ malaise in her CanLit study, Survival. Or maybe it
was an after-effect of the First World War, which blighted
the mood of their generation, when it didn’t kill or maim
them.

The exception is Thomson himself. His paintings of the
same places are invigorating. The colours are bright, even
when they’re dark. As Roy MacGregor says, in Peter Ray-
mont and Michele Hozer’s film on Thomson, even his
swamps full of deadheads are happy places. Thomson
drowned in unexplained circumstances in Algonquin Park in
1917, at age 39, before the war even ended and before the
Group was founded. What accounts for the difference?

He came from there. He spent half his brief life on a farm in
Leith, near Georgian Bay. He was of it. Then, in 1912, he dis-
covered Algonquin Park, close by and similar but different
from the bay. It had compact, circumscribed lakes and
woods. The bay is bleaker, wilder, vaster — yet also more
“social.” He said it reminded him of Rosedale and when he
was there, he yearned for the park. He was the portal to the
north for others in the Group. For them it was a subject and

source of material. For him it was
home, where he loved to be. But
what difference does that make and
how does it change the result?

U.S. philosopher John Dewey, a
Thomson contemporary, wrote
about “art as experience.” He said
our experience isn’t uniform or
level, it’s composed of discreet
units, each with its tone, tempo,
intensity, brightness. An artist
fastens on the unique qualities of
an experience, whatever they are,
then “co-operates” with the “prod-
uct,” like a painting, to “intensify
and epitomize” (Dewey scholar
Richard Bernstein) them. The
viewer then fastens on that product
— as you do when you stand trans-
fixed before a painting — to re-
discover the intensity and vitality

experienced by the artist. It takes time at both ends; you
can’t see a landscape “flitting” through it at 60 miles an hour
(Dewey’s example). Perhaps Thomson was simply closer to
it than the rest, which allows us to re-experience his experi-
ence so vividly, especially in his colours, even when he’s
doing muskeg.

At the McMichael in August, I found myself fantasizing the
theft of a small Thomson painting, like the art heist in the
1999 film, The Thomas Crown Affair. It portrayed a view
exactly like that from the dock at my cottage, which is in the
same country as Algonquin Park, though west, rather than
east, of Highway 11. In the last 20 years I’ve spent hours at a
time, amounting to weeks, maybe months, staring out from
that dock, often wondering why I now prefer it to travel in
amazing new places. Thomson and Dewey help me under-
stand. Perhaps it’s why another Thomson contemporary,
Canadian artist David Milne, said, “it would have been wiser
to have taken your 10 most prominent Canadians and sunk
them in Canoe Lake — and saved Tom Thomson.”

There’s a familiar critique of the Group of Seven: that peo-
ple are absent in their paintings, which avoid the social re-
alities of modern Canada. But it’s not true of Thomson.
There’s a human presence there: he himself, sitting on a
dock or rock, as we peer over his shoulder, enthralled by
seeing what he sees.

Being there with
Tom Thomson
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For three days, Savita Halappanavar
suffered agonizing pain, asking repeat-
edly that a 17-week-old dying fetus be
removed from her body.

For three days she lay in a hospital bed
getting sicker and sicker, until eventu-
ally she succumbed to septicemia.

While it sounds like a scene from the
Dark Ages, this is what happened to
Savita, a 31-year-old Indian immigrant
living in Ireland, last month.

Everyone wants to know how could
such a thing happen in a modern 21st-
century nation. In a society much like
Canada’s, with the same values, lan-
guage, health and social structures.

That’s the question medical, legal and
ethical experts will debate. They, the
media and general public, will dissect
the intricate details of this complex
case, and package an answer to suit their
own agenda.

Savita was reportedly told by doctors
that they could not carry out the termi-
nation until the fetal heart had stopped
because “this is a Catholic country.”
This sound bite has been beamed
around the world, and it’s a good one,
but it doesn’t ring true.

Because the perception that Ireland is
still firmly tied to the robes of Catholi-
cism is a fallacy. The mass abuse of chil-
dren by pedophile priests cut those at-
tachments, and the decaying church,
once all powerful, now holds little sway
with the people or politicians.

Really, there’s a very simple reason
why Savita died. It’s because she wasn’t
listened to. She knew how sick she was,
and begged doctors to remove the unvi-
able fetus. They didn’t listen to her
clearly expressed wishes, didn’t respect,
what in hindsight, was her plea for life. 

The real tragedy here is that, actually,
doctors could have acted legally to abort
the fetus. Within what is admittedly a
very limited legal framework, obstetri-
cians in Ireland can and do perform

terminations in cases where the moth-
er’s life is at risk. 

By way of background: Ireland’s con-
stitution officially bans abortion, but a
1992 Supreme Court ruling (known as
the X case) found the procedure could
be carried out in situations when the
woman’s life is at risk. 

So, the doctors could have acted. They
chose not to, they didn’t listen, instead
carrying on their paternalistic pursuit of
what they believed was best, or perhaps
so as not to put their own necks on the
line. This is not a new narrative, and it’s
why Savita’s story should transcend the
emotive abortion debate and stand as an
acknowledgment of all the women who
regularly are not listened to when it
comes to decisions about their own
bodies.

Every day women are not treated, con-
sulted, or taken seriously. Young girls
are forced into marriages, to have babies
they don’t want; women die due to a lack
of basic health care.

According to the World Health Orga-
nization, every year, 99 per cent of the
planet’s approximately half a million
maternal deaths occur in developing
countries. 

Pregnancy-related complications are a
leading cause of death among girls aged
15-19 years in developing countries; un-
safe abortion — provided by unskilled
people in unhygienic conditions — con-
tributes substantially to these deaths.

Ironically, on the same day that news
of Savita’s death surfaced, the UN pub-
lished a report declaring that legal and
financial barriers to accessing contra-
ception and other family planning mea-
sures are an infringement of women’s
rights. A very fine idea, but with no legal

standing the push and pull over what
are, and should be treated as, very per-
sonal choices carries on.

In Ireland, the push to legislate for
life-saving abortion has been growing
slowly but surely. In Canada, there is a
pull in the opposite direction; the pro-
life campaign is alive and well, and sim-
mering beneath the liberal surface, pro-
testing the current laws, the way pro-
choicers protest it in Ireland. But what
law has the right to tell a woman what
she is feeling, what her body is telling
her, what she wants for her life? Her
health? Her unborn child?

What’s really becoming clear in this
modern age is that women are sick and
tired of the power that legislators, lobby
groups, religious zealots, and indeed the
culture of medical paternalism, exercise
over their bodies.

In recent years, polls taken in Ireland
have found that public opinion supports
legislating for abortion in cases where
the mother is at risk. But those in power
have consistently refused to legislate.
Like Savita’s doctors, the politicians
aren’t listening.

So while interest groups have seized
on this story to twist it in their favour,
it’s really a tale about the politics of
health.

Countless charities and NGOs work
hard to reform health policies in the
developing world. Plan International’s
Because I am Girl movement uses the
optimistic marketing slogan “It only
takes one girl to change the world.”

This week, that tagline took on real
meaning in the developed world, where
clearly there is work to do too.

Over the past few days, thousands of
people have taken to the streets in Ire-
land. It’s heartening to see, but unless
some real change comes from this
senseless death, Savita will be just an-
other girl who didn’t change the world.

A woman outside University Hospital in Galway protests the treatment of Savita Halappanavar.
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Senseless death exposes
grim reality for women 
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Paul Meyer, Canada’s former ambassa-
dor for disarmament, sees the recent
Canada-India agreement on nuclear
co-operation as blow to this country’s
long tradition of support for non-prolif-
eration. See thestar.com/opinion.
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